In the study of the Type II superstring, it is useful to consider the BRST complex associated to the sum of two pure spinors. The cohomology of this complex is an infinite-dimensional vector space. It is also a finite-dimensional algebra over the algebra of functions of a single pure spinor. In this paper we study the multiplicative structure.
The central object of the pure spinor formalism is the BRST operator Q, which involves nonlinearly constrained ghosts. For example, the Type IIB superstring uses two ghosts λ L and λ R , which are spinors of so(10) satisfying the pure spinor constraint:
Roughly speaking, the BRST structures are in one-to-one correspondence with SUGRA backgrounds. For a given background, the cohomology of Q describes its infinitesimal deformations. It was shown in [1, 2] that the knowledge of the cohomology of the simplified differential Q (0) = (λ L + λ R ) ∂ ∂θ where θ is an odd spinor variable is useful for understanding the cohomology of Q. The cohomology groups of Q (0) were calculated in [2] as modules over the ring of polynomials of λ α L , λ α R . In the present paper we will study the multiplication of the cohomology classes, and calculate the cohomology as a ring. This allows us to simplify the description of cohomology. We can use the multiplication in cohomology to obtain information about cohomology of more complicated differentials.
Let us consider the ring A = C[λ L , λ R , θ] of polynomials depending of ten-dimensional even pure spinors λ L , λ R and a ten-dimensional odd spinor θ. In other words, this means that the components λ L , λ R obey the pure spinor constraint (1) and the components θ α are free Grassmann variables. We define a differential acting on A by the formula:
This differential commutes with the multiplication by a polynomial of λ L , λ R . Let R denote the ring of polynomials of λ L and λ R :
Then A is a DGA over R, i.e. a differential graded R-algebra. The grading is introduced as the number of thetas (we will use the term θ-degree for this grading). As Q commutes with the elements of R, the cohomology H(A) can also be regarded as a graded R-algebra. The natural action of so(10) on A induces a representation of so(10) on H(A). The permutation of λ L and λ R commutes with the differential and therefore induces an involution on H(A). Our goal is to calculate H(A) with all of these structures. First of all we describe the elements that generate H(A) as a unital R-algebra. This means that all cohomology classes can be obtained from them and the unit element by means of multiplication, addition and multiplication by a polynomial of λ L , λ R .
We prove that H(A) is generated by the cohomology classes of the following elements:
deg Ψ = 5
Here ∂ ∂λR stands for a formal differentiation with respect to λ R , without taking into account the pure spinor constraint. The second term in (7) is obtained from the first one by interchanging L and R.
Using the algebra generators we can write down elements that generate H(A) as an R-module. Namely, we should add to them the unit element of the algebra, 45 elements Φ ab and 120 elements Φ abc given by formulas
In other words, all elements of H(A) can be obtained as linear combinations of 1, We can analyze the structure of H N,q (A) as so(10)-representation. We obtain
When N = 4, there is one additional term, a scalar, in H 4,2 : q (A) will be denoted by W q ; this space carries a representation of so(10). This representation is irreducible in all cases except for q = 2. It is easy to check that: Some elements of R act as zero on H(A). Namely, consider the ideal of R consisting of the polynomials of the form (λ
can be any polynomial. This ideal acts as zero on H(A), because:
Let us denote R + the factorspace of R over this ideal. The degree k component R k + carries the representation [0, 0, 0, 0, k] of so(10). Geometrically, we can interpret R + as the algebra of functions of a single pure spinor. We see that H q (A) is actually an R + -module. In other words, we have a map
where l(q) stands for the λ-degree of W q . One can check that this map is surjective (moreover, for q = 2 this statement remains correct if W q=2 is replaced with W 
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Our results can be applied to the analysis of the cohomology of the differential Q ch that is obtained from Q adding the expression (
(This operator acts in the space of polynomial functions of λ L , λ R , θ and x. One can consider instead of polynomials of x other classes of functions.) Using the notations above we can represent Q ch in the form
To calculate the cohomology of Q ch we can apply the spectral sequence of bicomplex (in more physical words, we can consider the second summand as a perturbation). The first approximation (the E 2 -term of spectral sequence ) is given by the cohomology of the differential induced by the second summand on the cohomology of the first summand (on H(A) ⊗ C[x]). To compute this differential we should calculate the product of Φ p with generators of modules H q (A). We obtain
We have not calculated the coefficients in (22) and (23). We can calculate also the complete multiplication table of generators of H(A) considered as R-module.
Let us describe the way we obtained our results. Using the Macaulay2 package [3] we can calculate the number of generators of the R-algebra H(A), the degrees of these generators, and the number of generators of the R-modules H k (A). We find that the R-algebra H(A) is generated by 28 elements (ten of degree 1, one of degree 2, sixteen of degree 4, and one of degree 5), the number of generators of H q (A) is equal to 195 (with one of degree 0, ten of degree 1, 46 of degree 2, 120 of degree 3, sixteen of degree 4, and one of degree 5). The calculation gives us also the Hilbert series of H(A) (the generating function of dimH N,q ); we obtain
1 Here we use a convention of choosing λ 1 and Φ 1 Φ 2 as the highest weight vectors in spinor representation and in Λ 2 V respectively where (1 − τ 0 ) 11
To find the decomposition of H N,q into direct sum of irreducible representations of so(10) we use the Lie code [4] that allows to find such a decomposition for the graded components A N,q of A for small N, q. Applying Schur's lemma and the information about the Hilbert series we can find the action of the differential on the irreducible components of A N,q ; this allows us to find the so(10)-action on H N,q for small N, q. (We use a version of the "maximal propagation principle" [5] , [6] in this consideration.) These results allow us to guess the representatives of the cohomology classes of generators. We can check our guess using [3] .
Knowing the so(10)-action on H N,q for small N, q we guess the so(10) representation for all N, q; we check our guess using the formula for the dimension of representation and the Hilbert series. To give a rigorous proof we can verify that the representation we guessed is embedded in H N,q .
